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Little Leonardo’s™ Fascinating World of the 
Arts introduces kids to the creative world 
of the arts. So many different opportunities 
for artistic expression exist that every child 
should have no problem finding something 
that appeals to them—such as drawing, 
painting, music, dance, writing, poetry, design, 
architecture, or photography. Included are 
a glossary of terms and brief biographies of 
famous artists and other creative innovators.

With original Renaissance man Leonardo da 
Vinci as inspiration, these charming primers 
are the perfect way to encourage your 
child’s interest in the fascinating worlds of 
the educational STEAM curriculum: Science, 
Technology, Engineering, the Arts, and 
Mathematics.
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The ARTS are all about your imagination! Anything you can
dream of you can create with some type of art.

ARTISTS use special
tools and instruments
to create pictures,
sculptures, designs,
music, and other
things, such as
DRAWING with
pencil and paper . . .

. . . PAINTING with
OILS and ACRYLICS . . .

. . . DESIGNING with
a COMPUTER . . .

. . . SCULPTING
with clay . . .

. . . taking PHOTOGRAPHS
with a CAMERA . . .

. . . DANCING in
a BALLET . . .
and anything else
you can imagine.



One of the most basic forms of VISUAL ART

. . . where a PEN, PENCIL, CRAYON,  or other
tool is used to add LINES, SHAPES, and

COLORS to a drawing surface like a piece of PAPER.

PAINTERS create shapes and colors
by using PAINTBRUSHES and PALETTE KNIVES to
apply layers of PAINT to a surface like CANVAS.

SCULPTORS can create even more
realistic art in three dimensions from a solid

piece of CLAY, or a rock like MARBLE.

is DRAWING. . .



Many different kinds of artists,
using their skills with language, music,

visual arts, and design, all work together with
ACTORS to create DRAMATIC entertainment like

MOVIES, PLAYS, CARTOONS, and VIDEO GAMES.
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